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Pharaoh Rebirth+ is a really cute Castlevania-lite game that's big on setpieces and dialogue rather than exploration. The lead
character has great animation, can attack in multiple directions, and moves pretty fast. I found the amount of chatting between
the characters was a bit much for me, but I did appreciate how distinct each character felt in the end. I'm not sure a game like
this needs lots of banter but it made me laugh a few times and can be skipped if you don't want to bother. When I call Pharaoh
Rebirth+ a "Castlevania-lite" I mean it's more like Order of Ecclesia than Symphony of the Night . The game occurs over a
series of stages rather than one large level. You can replay stages as much as you like, re-fight bosses if you choose, and once
you find an item it's yours forever. A lot of collectibles don't do much though, and many stages have dead-end hallways that
make exploration less fun than it should be. There's also a "driving" stage which is basically a minecart level and a complete
waste of time. However, the lead character is charming and fun to control. The boss battles are exciting. The story never pays
off in interesting ways, but the characters have more personality than they normally do in games like this. Pharaoh Rebirth+ is
worth playing, though I can't say I enjoyed it enough to bother replaying it to find every collectible.. Very enjoyable and cheap,
if you've got an itch for a "metroidvania" go for it.. No Commentary Quicklook: First Impressions: Great soundtrack, well
written dialog, tight remappable controls and plenty of reasons to backtrack through levels. Difficulty scaling seems well
thought out and I felt no reason to smash my gamepad (yet). Few minor issues with screen tearing, 640x480 res max and no
widescreen support. If you can live with that, so far it's a nostalgic trip down platformer lane. 2 paws up. Source/Price: Copy
was provided by Degica (publisher) Current Price: 8.99 Worth: 5-10 More Gameplay: (not stretched!). Nice metroidvania type
game.. Awesome metrovania game!
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